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Inner Range began designing and manufacturing integrated Security
and Access Control systems in 1988. Today there are more than
120,000 installed Inner Range systems delivering state-of-the-art
solutions to corporations, government departments and institutions
all around the globe.

All these organisations rely on their Inner Range systems, great and
small, to secure and manage their critical assets.
The Inner Range research centre in Melbourne, Australia is home to a
large engineering and product development team which is supported
by an even larger complement of dedicated test engineers, trainers
and IT technical support specialists.
The Inner Range Europe facility in Reading, UK provides marketing, and
product supply for this region as well as technical support services in
that time zone.
Inner Range products are sold around the world by a network of
authorised distributors who are committed to standards of service that
reflect Inner Range’s commitment to excellence.

Australian Made and Owned
Quality
ISO 9001

The specifications and descriptions of products and services contained in this catalogue were correct at the time of publishing.
Inner Range reserves the right to change specifications or withdraw products without notice.

The Integriti
Technology
Platform

Affordable on any Scale
Integriti delivers a state-of-the-art solution with tangible cost
savings through its integrated Security, Access Control and
Building Automation functionality.

Scalability
Integriti is perfect for small sites through to large multicampus institutions. Only pay for what you want when it’s
needed; Integriti’s flexible modular design means it grows
with demand as required. And because it’s an IP-based
networked solution, utilise new or existing I.T. infrastructure
for boundless connectivity.

Simplicity of Use
Large or small, everyday use of the Integriti system is
simple. Unlock doors, turn on or off security areas all by simply
presenting a card at a reader or by using the colour graphic
keypad. Manage the entire system via intuitive Windows®
based software.

Use the Integriti system to:
Monitor and control the movement of all
personnel and vehicles in the facility.
Protect critical assets and manage the safety
of staff and visitors.
Easily assign access permissions mandating who
can go where and when, including visitor access.
Manage the reporting of security alarms and audit
their responses.
Ensure compliance with business systems and
government regulations.
Respond to emergency situations, lockdowns
and alerts.
Manage OH&S liability by utilising competency
based access control.
Remotely monitor and control the Integriti system
with iOS and Android Apps.

Contemporary Design Inner Range SIFER Card
Reader & Keypad

Manage the entire security operation from a single
user interface. With Integriti acting as the complete
Security Management System, integrate a variety
of security sub-systems, such as CCTV, Biometrics,
Mobile Duress, Lighting, Air-Conditioning, Intercom, Fire and many more.

The Software
The Integriti System Management Suite is a true cuttingedge solution. Featuring the very latest technologies,
Integriti has been designed from the ground up for the
Internet age.
Integriti software adheres to current I.T. industry best
practices, empowering system administrators to leverage
the very latest computer hardware and virtual machine
environments, without restrictions, without caveats and
without excuses.

Software features at a glance ...
Build cardholder profiles by assigning multiple
permissions with simple “Allow” or “Deny” functions.
Modern design, intuitive and simple to use.
Complete alarm management with powerful
automated actions.
Rich graphics with interactive floor plans and maps.

Integriti Software starts with the Express edition for small
sites, offering everything you will need for basic system
management. The incredibly flexible user permissions
and Integriti GateKeeper application provide a convenient
customer focused approach to system operation and
management. The lightening quick search functions
will present your results in an instant. Integriti Express is
designed to be used on a single computer.
For medium sized sites, upgrade to Integriti Professional
edition and you have a network capable system with real
grunt. Large system dimensions, drill down schematic maps,
multiple workstations, integration options with existing HR
systems and a range of third party products, plus a host of
other innovative features that redefine the
meaning of “System Management”.
For enterprise systems, make use of Integriti’s multi-site
architecture. Integriti may be deployed on any number
of individual sites with offline autonomy, whilst system
users and permissions are managed globally. A full range
of optional Integriti software modules is available to satisfy
the administrative needs of even the most demanding of
organisations.

Forensic audit trail recording every programming
change with ability to “roll-back” any change.
Email, SMS text messaging and pager communications.
Easy-to-use reporting such as Time on Site, Muster
and a whole lot more.
Integration with Active Directory, HR, payroll and other
database applications.
PhotoID card design and printing.
Client/Server architecture, fully compatible with all
modern computing platforms using Microsoft SQL
databases.
Integration with other systems: CCTV, Intercoms, Building
Automation, Personnel Tracking, Mobile Duress and
many more. Use Integriti as an over-arching Security
Management System for complete control of security
and facility services.
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Remote Access To Your System
Apple and Android Apps
The Integriti Mobile and SkyCommand Apps pack
a powerful punch of accessibility and control for
your Integriti Security and Access Control system.
With the tap of a finger, these exciting Apps allow
remote operation of your Integriti system from
anywhere in the world!

SkyTunnel
SkyTunnel is an industry-first cloud based service
that provides hassle free connection of Integriti
hardware, software and Integriti mobile Apps
over the internet.
No more wasted hours configuring routers and
ports.

Healthy Choices 101

The recent $2B Sunshine Coast University Hospital major government infrastructure
project deployed Integriti as the platform of choice. Integriti provides access control
for thousands of doors, security monitoring for thousands of alarm inputs and, most
importantly, a sophisticated integrated security management system supporting 16
concurrent high-level interfaces (CCTV, Intercom, BMS, Fire, RTLS, KeyLocker, Lifts,
Nurse Call and more). This solidifies the installation as one of the most significant
electronic security integration projects in the past 10 years. Healthy choices,
continuing rewards.

And it just makes good business sense ...
Integriti, whilst feature complete, is at the early stages
of its product development life-cycle. Your return on
investment is optimised as the typical operational
life-expectancy of an Inner Range system is measured
in decades.

The Integriti system can share cardholder data with
your company’s Active Directory, Employee Database,
Payroll System, Student Database or Booking System
to reduce the labour costs associated with data entry
and cardholder record management.

Integriti boasts powerful, yet intuitive, cardholder
permission programming. The use of “Allow”
and “Deny” functions greatly simplify system
administration. Operator training, and associated
costs, are minimal.

Integriti supports a wide range of non-proprietary
cards, readers, locks, detectors and other peripheral
devices. You are not locked into buying the
manufacturers specific consumables or peripheral
components. A choice of vendors gives you the
competitive advantage.

Detailed forensic Audit of Operator actions and
programming changes, with ability to “roll-back” to
any historic point.
Integriti includes a feature-rich suite of tools such as
graphical maps, powerful reporting, card printing,
alarm management, compliance based access control,
email/SMS/pager communications and much, much
more.
The Integriti system enables cardholder location
and activity information to be shared with Building
Management Systems, Air-Conditioning and Lighting
systems to reduce the energy costs associated with
these services. This represents real cost savings to the
business.

Integriti is a non-proprietary system. You have a wide
choice of competent security companies from which to
choose. Refer to the Inner Range website for the details
of recommended companies.
Inner Range does not impose annual license fees
or mandatory Software Maintenance Agreements.
Consider the Total Cost of Ownership over the system’s
lifetime when comparing an Inner Range system to
others. You’ll be pleasantly surprised.
Mobile Apps for Apple and Android are available for
remote monitoring and control.
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